Suggestions for finding MAC/Physical Addresses

Student Computing Services has provided instructions for finding the MAC/Physical address of the most commonly used devices on campus. If we haven’t provided instructions for your device, you can try the suggestions below. Let us know what device we didn’t have instructions for by emailing SCS@Hofstra.edu.

**Suggestion 1:** Look for stickers/writing on the device. Many devices have the MAC address printed on them.

USB to Ethernet adapter. Printed MAC/Physical address on the bottom of the device.

Generation 1 Apple TV. MAC/Physical addresses printed on the bottom of the device.

**Suggestion 2:** Go to www.YouTube.com and search for “Find MAC address NameOfYourDevice.” You will typically find video instructions.


Need Help? Get in touch with Student Computing Services!
516-463-7777 option 1 | SCS@Hofstra.edu | www.Facebook.com/HofstraSCS